
EXPLORING CREATIVITY 
AS A SOUL PRACTICE

week two



the second OF THE Four 
shamanic questions

When did you stop
dancing?

Looking at when you lost connection to 
the WISDOM of your own body
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a different kind
of scribbling

warm ups
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close your eyes and 
draw a loose irregular 

shape as if your paper is
a dance floor and your

pen is dancing around
the whole space

soul scribbling
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imagine this is a cloud mes-
sage - you are lying on your 

back in the cool grass - 
what do you see there? 

invite your innocent child 
to answer - take a few 
minutes to doodle it in
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creator joy

Step by step instructions in a 
separate 8 page PDF.

EXERCISE ONE 
STEP BY STEP

ICONIC GODDESS 
EMBODIMENT
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creator joy
EXERCISE two 

sacred paper doll
body mapping
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You have received the Sacred Paper Doll
Template and instructions in a separate 
PDF �le. Once everyone has cut out their
template, we’ll tune in together to begin 
the exercise. 

traditionally body mapping art is a full day
workshop. I have turned it into a shorter, but
frankly still revelatory art technique using
the sacred paper doll body template.

this week we will use this technique to tune 
into our body and ask what wants to dance
through us.

This is a way of listening and communicating
with your physical body through the visual
language of your soul.  



dance like no one 
is watching

Emotions are a source of Goddess Wisdom. 
By giving credence to your emotions, and 

honouring them in yourself and 
others, you are tapping into a treasure chest 
of long-suppressed spiritual feminine energy.

“Every child has known god, not the
god of names, not the god of don’ts,
not the god who never does anything
weird, but the god who knows only

four words and keeps repeating them,
saying~~Come dance with me” 

~hafiz~

THE PHYSICAL BODY IS SACRED 
 

CREATING IS SACRED AS I OPEN TO BE
CO-CREATOR WITH THE DIVINE FEMININE
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suggestions for the week ahead

my email for questions: christine@artthatmoves.ca

continue to explore the second shamanic
question -- when did you stop dancing?

Daily
Ask your vaster self each morning, an 
opening question such as; 
show me more of what wants to dance
through me today...

weekly
Stand on the Earth wherever and 
whenever you can 
trust your own voice more deeply
dance and listen to the music that 
you love to move to
choose a personal anthem for the
week
REVISIT THE SACRED PAPER DOLL EXERCISE
ADD COLOUR OR RE-DO THE DOLL

inspiration: visit https://youtu.be/oh0awuATr_0
zola dubnikova the return to the inner temple
 



wishing you a beautiful
week embodied 
goddesses as you

dance upon the earth!


